
Our roller blinds are made from a single piece of fabric, of which the width 

can be cut to size. With a range of different finishes to ensure you achieve 

suitable light control in your home.

Our roller blinds function with a corded mechanism allowing you to extend 

or shorten the length of the blind. 

Our range offers a wide selection of plain and printed designs. 

Fittings are included with easy to fit instructions.

Ready made roller sizes include - 

All 160cm length drop. Optional widths of 60, 90, 120, 150, 180cm.

Our roman blinds are made from woven fabrics, offering a selection of lined 

fabrics to ensure you can achieve suitable light control in your home.

Our roman blinds fold vertically and can be fully extended using the corded 

mechanism.

Our range offers a wide selection of plain and patterned designs, matching 

back to our ready made curtains range. Fittings are included with easy to fit 

instructions.

Ready made roman sizes include -  

All 140cm length drop. Optional widths of 60, 90, 120, 150, 180cm.

Our venetian blinds range offers a selection of faux wood and real wood fin-

ishes. 

The tilting slat technology allows you to adjust the positioning to ensure you 

achieve suitable lighting control in your home.

Our venetian blinds function with a corded mechanism and tilt wand.  

Fittings are included with easy to fit instructions.

Ready made venetian sizes include - 

160cm length drop. Optional widths of 60, 75, 90, 105, 120, 150, 165, 180cm. 

210cm length drop. Optional widths of 90, 120cm.

Our day and night blinds range combines both daylight and darkening 

technology to ensure you can achieve suitable light control in your home, 

whilst always having a level of privacy.

Use the corded mechanism to rotate the panels for either day or night use. 

Our range offers a wide selection of colours. Fittings are included with easy 

to fit instructions.

Ready made day and night sizes include - 

All 160cm length drop. Optional widths of 60, 90, 120, 150, 180cm. 

Roller Blinds

Roman Blinds

Venetian Blinds

Day or Night Blinds

Child Safety

Blackout Day Light

Finish/Lining

All our ready made blinds are supplied with a child safety device, this 

must be fitted, please follow the instructions and check this regularly.

 - With a 3 layer coating to provide complete blackout

 - With thermal properties to keep your home cool in 

    summer and warm in winter

 - Ideal for bedrooms

 - Eliminates light to avoid disturbed sleep

 - Available in a range of plains, textures and prints

 - Provides privacy during day light hours

 - Suitable for all rooms

 - Style with curtains for night time privacy



For greater accuracy, use a metal tape measure as cloth ones can stretch and give inaccurate measurements. 

We recommend that you check your measurements twice to avoid the frustration of mistaken purchases and ill-fitting 

window dressings.

Measurement guide - Blinds

Recess fitting

Exact Fitting

Many of our readymade roller blinds can be cut to provide a better fit, therefore if your 

windows don’t quite match up to standard blind measurements, we would recommend 

buying a slightly larger blind than necessary and carefully follow the product instructions 

to trim the blind down to size at home.

Roller blinds can be fitted within a recess or externally on the recess. If fitting within a recess the control 

mechanism will require additional room which will lead to a wider gap being present between the blind 

and wall and have an impact on the efficiency of the window covering. For blackout blinds, we would  

recommend fitting externally to the recess to ensure maximum effectiveness.

1. Check that your recess is deep enough to fit the blind into, also 

bear in mind any obstructions such as window handles. 

2. Measure the full width and height of the recess, measure the  

recess in 3 places for both the width and the height (drop), use the 

smallest measurements.

3. For Roller, Roman and Venetian blinds reduce the desired width by 

1cm to allow clearance space either side to ensure the sides don’t 

drag on the wall during extension.

1.  Measure the size of the recess, then add a little extra allowance on 

all sides to ensure adequate coverage.

2. We recommend a minimum of 10cm extra allowance at the top and 

either side, however the more overlap you allow will give the most  

effective light block 

3. The overlap at the bottom of the blind is a matter of personal choice 

but please take into account obstacles such as radiators.

4. For roller blinds add a further 5cm (2”) to the width to allow room for 

the operating mechanism.

5. Fitting blinds without or outside a recess requires a bracket or 

track to be fitted above your window, fixed directly to the wall or 

to a wooden batten more than 5cm (2”) above your window frame. 

Measure from the top of the fitting to the sill to ensure your blind 

will extend to provide full coverage. 

This is the measurement you need to take 

if you want your blind to fit out side the 

window recess, overlapping on all sides. 

This is the measurement you need to take 

if you want your blind to fit inside the 

window recess.



Our easy to fit fixed curtain pole kits come with a single pole or 2 poles that slot 

together depending on the size purchased. These can be cut down to fit the size 

of the window.

Available in a range of finishes. Our fixed curtain poles are also available in multiple 

diameters - 19mm, 28mm, 35mm.

Kits do not include rings, if you are hanging pencil pleat curtains you will need to 

purchase rings separately. Fittings are included with easy to fit instructions.

Our fixed curtain pole sizes include - 120cm, 180cm, 240cm, 300cm, 360cm

Our easy to fit extending curtain pole kits adjust to the exact size and fit for your 

window, with no cutting involved.

Available in a range of finishes. Our extending curtain poles are also available in 

multiple diameters - 19mm, 28mm, 35mm.

Kits do not include rings, if you are hanging pencil pleat curtains you will need to 

purchase rings separately. Fittings are included with easy to fit instructions.

Our extending curtain pole sizes include - 71-120cm, 125-216cm, 165-300cm, 

280-400cm

Our easy to fit extending room darkening curtain pole kits adjust to the exact size 

and fit for your window, with no cutting involved. 

Our room darkening pole kits help to block out additional light in your home and 

provide extra insulation.

Available in a range of finishes. Our extending curtain poles are available in 28mm.

Kits do not include rings, if you are hanging pencil pleat curtains you will need to 

purchase rings separately. Fittings are included with easy to fit instructions.

Our extending room darkening curtain pole sizes include - 125-216cm, 165-300cm

Our easy to fit extending double curtain pole kits adjust to the exact size and fit for 

your window, with no cutting involved. 

Our double poles allow you to layer voiles and curtains together and are available in a 

range of finishes. 

Kits do not include rings, if you are hanging pencil pleat curtains you will need to 

purchase rings separately. Fittings are included with easy to fit instructions.

Our extending double curtain pole sizes include - 71-120cm, 125-216cm, 165-300cm

Our easy to fit bendable bay window pole kits can be adjusted to fit the exact size of 

your bay window recess. 

Available in a range of finishes.

Kits include matching rings if you are hanging pencil pleat curtains. 

Fittings are included with easy to fit instructions.

Our bendable baykits are 4m

Fixed Curtain Poles

Extending Curtain Poles

Room Darkening Pole Kits

Double Pole Kits

Bay Pole Kits



When choosing a pole for your curtains, you will need to bear in mind the style and weight of your curtains as well as the 

shape of your windows. Light weight curtains can fit onto any diameter curtain pole but are generally better suited to 

thin poles with a diameter of 19mm. 28mm and 35mm diameter poles are ideal for supporting most medium to heavy 

weight curtains. Ensure correct wall fittings are used to support the weight of your curtains.

Our curtain poles kits do not include curtain rings but are suitable for eyelet or tab top curtains. If you are hanging pencil 

pleat curtains you will need to purchase rings separately.

Double curtain poles are a modern solution which allow for greater privacy, The main curtains are fitted to a larger outer 

pole for use at night, sheer or voile curtains are then fitted to a smaller, thinner pole that sits behind the main pole.

Our eyelet curtains have a 4 cm eyelet and will fit on either a 19mm,28mm or 35mm pole.

Measurement guide - Poles

Measuring Guide - Standard

Measuring Guide - Bay Windows

1. Using a metal measuring tape, measure the width of the window .

2. We recommend that you add 40cm to your measurement (20cm 

either side) to allow for curtain gathering, brackets and finials. This 

added width will give you the best coverage for blocking out any  

unwanted light – which will be especially useful if you intend on 

hanging Blackout curtains.

3. The height of the curtain pole is a personal choice, but you will need 

to take into consideration the length of curtains required when po-

sitioning the pole. You may want to position your pole so that your 

curtains will fit to the desired window drop without alteration.

4. When measuring, poles will need to be high enough so that eyelets / 

rings will sit above the top of the window recess to ensure maximum 

effectiveness to prevent light penetration. We would recommend a 

minimum of 10 cm.

1. Using a metal measuring tape, measure the width of each section of 

the window, and then add them together (as shown in the example 

images below).

2. You may want to add some additional width to allow for gathering 

of curtains, finials and holdbacks. Any additional width available will 

depend on the style of your window.

3. The height of the curtain pole will be determined by the style of your 

window.  If space allows we would recommend hanging 10 cm above 

the window for eyelet curtains to prevent light penetration,  

alternatively a pencil pleat curtain can be used.
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